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ABSTRACT 

 

  

  

 Nationalism as a musical movement derives and receives energy and shape from 

political and social conditions. Musical Nationalism throughout the world surges with the 

rejection of a hegemony of cultural or political powers. So it was with the Nationalist 

movement that followed the Mexican Revolution during the first half of the twentieth 

century.  

 The Mexican Nationalist period (1920-1960) involved music, arts, and politics in 

a government-inspired search for national identity. Mexican Nationalist ideologies 

promoted the use and reliability of national resources as the best entrée to the modern 

Western world. In art music, this implied the incorporation of traditional melodies, 

rhythms, and performance practices into concert works. At the same time, composers 

favored the modernist languages of the early twentieth century, and there was a general 

rejection of Romantic compositional procedures.  

Carteles by Miguel Bernal Jiménez, and Costeña and Estampas Marítimas by 

Eduardo Hernández Moncada, exhibit common characteristics of this period. Analysis of 

these piano pieces demonstrates how these two composers successfully combined 

Mexican folk elements with modern compositional techniques. When analyzing the 
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dialectics of Mexican Nationalism, a paradox presented in many nationalist music 

movements surfaces: the aspiration to become universally accepted—in Mexican 

ideology, ‘universal’ meaning ‘Western’—by means of not sounding Western. Under this 

premise, the analysis of Bernal Jiménez and Hernández Moncada’s works in this research 

focuses on specific harmonic, melodic, and rhythmic choices and procedures that 

illustrate this dichotomy of aims in Mexican Nationalism, and that simultaneously define 

the composers’ individual styles. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

Introduction 

 

The Mexican Nationalist1 movement from 1920-1960 involved arts, culture, and 

politics, and became one of the most fruitful periods in the history of Mexican music. The 

compositions of Miguel Bernal Jiménez (1910-1956) and Eduardo Hernández Moncada 

(1899-1995) appeared during this period and featured regional and national traits 

consonant with the Mexican Nationalist movement. Mexican Nationalist ideologies 

promoted the use and reliability of national resources as the best entrée to the modern 

Western world. The concept of nationalism was also used by politicians to promote unity 

by means of building a national identity with the purpose of achieving stability and 

control over a nation recovering from its internal conflict, the Mexican Revolution.  

Nationalism appears in various guises, and over the course of music history, many 

composers have expressed a national sentiment through their music. Chopin's mazurkas 

and polonaises and Liszt's Hungarian Rhapsodies are well-known examples of piano 

music drawing on nationalist influences. The incorporation of nationalist elements into 

music and other forms of art is often encouraged by the consciousness of an ethnic or 

                                                             
1 For the purpose of this research, the words Nationalism or Nationalist are capitalized when 

referring specifically to the massive Mexican movement that became institutionalized by the government 

after the Revolution. When the words refer to a more general concept they are not capitalized. 
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national identity and the desire to reaffirm that identity, either by a dominant political or 

cultural power or by minority voices at risk of being suppressed by the dominant power.  

In Mexican music, the presence of a nationalist spirit was not confined 

specifically to the early 20th century movement. Aniceto Ortega and Ricardo Castro are 

two composers from the 19th century who incorporated traditional Mexican rhythms and 

melodies into their concert works. Before the Nationalist movement gained strength and 

support from the government, Manuel M. Ponce (1882-1948) pioneered the field of 

collecting rural Mexican songs (canción Mexicana) and incorporated many of them into 

concert music. He was also the first to introduce a class in Mexican folklore into an 

academic curriculum in 1934. The nationalist efforts of Ponce had begun prior to the 

1920s and, paradoxically, remained on the sidelines of the Nationalist cultural movement 

supported by the government after the Mexican Revolution. 

The purpose of this study is to examine Nationalist piano works by Bernal 

Jiménez and Hernández Moncada, and to demonstrate how these two composers 

successfully combined Mexican folk elements with modern compositional techniques. 

When analyzing the dialectics of Mexican Nationalism, the paradox present in many 

nationalist music movements surfaces: the aspiration to become universally accepted (i.e. 

“Western”) by not sounding Western. Under this premise, the analysis of Bernal Jiménez 

and Hernández Moncada’s works in this research focuses on specific harmonic, melodic, 

and rhythmic choices and procedures that illustrate this dichotomy of aims in Mexican 

Nationalism, and that simultaneously define the composers’ individual styles. 
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Leonora Saavedra analyzes this nationalist dichotomy. Her dissertation “Of 

Selves and Others: Historiography, Ideology, and the Politics of Modern Mexican 

Music”2 examines the process of Western assimilation and resistance of Mexican music 

between 1910 and 1940, with a strong focus on nationalist music by Manuel M. Ponce 

and Carlos Chávez, two of the most well-known Mexican composers for whom there is a 

significant amount of research. Unfortunately, for lesser-known composers such as 

Bernal Jiménez and Hernández Moncada, most of the scholarly literature available is 

biographical and historical within the context of the Nationalist movement. When it does 

speak of them, it refers more to their music written for large ensembles.3  

Lorena Díaz Núñez is the main scholar on Miguel Bernal Jiménez. Her book 

Como un eco lejano4 [Like a Distant Echo] remains the most complete biography on the 

composer to date. During the course of her research, Díaz Núñez had access to the private 

archives of Bernal Jiménez through one of Bernal Jiménez’s sons. In November 2015, 

Díaz Núñez proposed that these archives be transferred and managed by the 

Conservatorio de las Rosas.5 Díaz Núñez is also the author of Bernal Jiménez: Catálogo 

                                                             
2 Leonora Saavedra, "Of Selves and Others: Historiography, Ideology, and the Politics of Modern 

Mexican Music" (PhD diss., University of Pittsburgh, 2001), ProQuest Dissertations Publishing. 

 
3 As part of the project to educate the masses, multiple concerts for workers and students were 

organized in public venues. Orchestra, ballet and chorus organizations were federally funded.  Such support 

allowed much of the Nationalist music to be written and performed by large ensembles.   

 
4 Lorena Díaz Núñez, Como un eco lejano: La vida de Miguel Bernal Jiménez (Mexico City: 

CENIDIM, 2003). 
 
5 Díaz Núñez, “Conservatorio de las Rosas como depositario de los archivos personales de 

discípulos de Miguel Bernal Jiménez” [Conservatorio de las Rosas as Trustee of the Personal Archives of 

Students of Miguel Bernal Jiménez], Cambio de Michoacán, November 26, 2015, accessed Sep 17, 2016, 

http://www.cambiodemichoacan.com.mx/nota-270219.  
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y otras fuentes documentales6 [Bernal Jiménez: A Catalogue and Other Bibliographical 

Sources]. Another biographical work is the book by José Alfredo Páramo, He nacido 

para cantar tus alabanzas7 [I Was Born to Sing Your Praises]. It was published in 1992 

by the National Action Party, the political party with which Bernal Jiménez affiliated, 

which is helpful in understanding part of the conflict that Bernal Jiménez faced at this 

time, since he was associated with a party in opposition to the leading Institutional 

Revolutionary Party. Although there is no bibliography, the biography contains memories 

collected by the author from friends, colleagues, students, family members, and people 

who personally met Bernal Jiménez.  

The electronic catalogue of the Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México 

(UNAM) lists a thesis written by Luis López-Santibáñez Guevara, “Las obras para piano 

de Miguel Bernal Jiménez”8 [The Piano Works of Miguel Bernal Jiménez]. In this thesis, 

López-Santibáñez provides a brief introduction to, and description of, the known piano 

works by Bernal Jiménez. 

Eduardo Contreras Soto is the only scholar who has published a biography of 

Eduardo Hernández Moncada.9 Contreras’ book includes Hernández Moncada’s 

                                                             
6 Díaz Núñez, Miguel Bernal Jiménez: catálogo y otras fuentes documentales (Mexico City: 

INBA-CENIDIM, 2000).  

 
7 José Alfredo Páramo, Miguel Bernal Jiménez: He nacido para cantar tus alabanzas (Mexico 

City: Epessa, 1992).  
 
8 Luis López-Santibáñez Guevara, “Obras para piano de Miguel Bernal Jiménez” (thesis, 

Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México, 1995).  

 
9 Eduardo Contreras Soto, and Eduardo Hernández Moncada, Eduardo Hernández Moncada: 

ensayo biográfico, catálogo de obras y antología de textos (Mexico City: CENIDIM, 1993). 
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autobiography, an anthology of articles written by Moncada on various music topics, and 

a catalogue of Moncada’s compositions. Contreras Soto also published an interview with 

Hernández Moncada in the Mexican music journal Heterofonía.10 This article, the 

autobiography, and the other articles compiled by Contreras Soto, constitute the primary 

sources on Hernández Moncada. 

Despite being one of the prominent figures during the Nationalist movement led 

by Carlos Chávez, no theses or dissertations have been completed on Eduardo Hernández 

Moncada, with only a single listing in the UNAM catalogue citing pianist Lluvia Morales 

y Cruz as the author of some program notes on Hernández Moncada.11 The fact that there 

are, apparently, no theses or dissertations written concerning analysis of their piano 

works further underlines the lack of awareness about the piano music of both Miguel 

Bernal Jiménez and Eduardo Hernández Moncada. 

The works analyzed in this study were written between 1954 and 1969, a time 

when Nationalism was in decline and new trends in art and music were emerging. For 

this reason, Mexican composers considered the piano music of Bernal Jiménez and 

Hernández Moncada written after 1950 old fashioned due to its lack of adherence to more 

avant-garde compositional languages. Nevertheless, many of their pieces remain popular 

with pianists and audiences, leading to the question of whether in retrospect their works 

compare favorably with the achievements of their contemporaries who were preferred at 

                                                             
10 Contreras Soto, "Conversación con Eduardo Hernández Moncada," Heterofonía, vol. 98 

(Mexico, 1988): 38-42.  

 
11 See UNAM School of Music catalogue of theses and dissertations: http://132.248.9.195/pd2001/ 

297833/ Index.html. 
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the time. The aim of this study is to demonstrate why the works of these two composers 

make not only a significant, but also a necessary addition to the current performing 

repertory. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

Mexican Nationalism 

 

“Music is not an ahistorical canon of continuously performed instances of 

timeless beauty; it is the outcome of historical practices and events.”12– Joep Leerssen 

 

Nationalism 

In the broadest sense of the term, nationalism can be described as the intentional 

asserting of elements that constitute the identity of a nation, race, or culture. Nationalism 

is a world-wide phenomenon that is typically advanced by social and intellectual factors 

such as the search for independence from dominant political or cultural powers.13 For 

instance, the musical nationalism that Europe experienced during the second-half of the 

19th century came alongside political events such as independence movements, and as a 

reaction to the hegemony of German music. In musical nationalism composers draw on 

musical traditions from their own cultures with a conscious discovery and use of national 

                                                             
12 Joep Leerssen, “Romanticism, Music, Nationalism,” Nations and Nationalism 20 no. 4 (2014): 

606-27. 

 
13 Theodore Grame, Dictionary of Contemporary Music, ed. John Vinton (New York: E. P. 

Dutton, 1974), 240. 
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material.14 While a faculty member of the Escuela Nacional de Música in Mexico City in 

1931, Pedro Michaca wrote the following description of nationalistic music: “Musical 

nationalism is the manifestation of the artistic-musical conscience of a nation, through 

music conceived and realized with ideas and means of self-expression.”15 With a 

somewhat different opinion, Nicholas Temperley states that “Musical nationalism is 

supported only by those who are politically, socially, or intellectually concerned about 

their nationality.” It is fair to say that the ideologies of the Mexican Revolution were 

undertaken by artists and intellectuals after the war period, and the government viewed 

the use of art as means to consolidate the concept of a renewed emerging nation. 

 

Mexican Nationalism 

The Mexican Nationalist movement historically situated in post-revolutionary 

Mexico between 1920 and 1960 involved arts, culture, and politics in search of a national 

identity. The Revolution that started in 1910 and lasted for ten years profoundly 

influenced the political, social and cultural life of the nation. Luis Velasco Pufleau lists 

the main objectives of the Revolution: “…to end the dictatorship of Porfirio Díaz (1830-

1915), to obtain agricultural and social justice—by means of long-sought agricultural 

reform—and to establish the Mexican nation.”16 The 1917 Mexican Constitution based in 

                                                             
14 Grame, Dictionary of Contemporary Music, 240. 

 
15 Pedro Michaca, El nacionalismo musical mexicano (Mexico City: UNAM, 1931), 4. 

 
16 However, Luis Velasco Pufleau explains the failure of the effectiveness of the Revolutionary 

ideals: “Once the revolution was institutionalized, the promises of agricultural and social justice were 

forgotten, leaving in place many of the socio-economic structures from the colonial period (latifundia, 

oligarchy, cacique, and so on) as well as a cultural hegemony comparable to that imposed by the Spanish 
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anticlericalism, land reforms, nationalism, workers’ rights, and secular education became 

a testament to the accomplishments of the revolution.17 

During the Porfiriato18 the idealization of the “universal” (meaning “Western”) 

shaped the cultural, political and social life of the late 19th and early 20th century in 

Mexico. The progress and modernization of the country was at the expense of the 

Mexican middle and lower classes.  Under the leadership of Porfirio Díaz, Mexico sought 

to modernize its economic, industrial and communications infrastructure by aggressively 

pursuing foreign investment, particularly from Great Britain and the United States. 

Concurrently, Italian opera and French salon music dominated the art music scene, which 

existed entirely to entertain the elite classes.19 

By contrast, the policies based on the ideologies of the Mexican Revolution were 

in favor of building a sovereign state that counted on its own culture, territory and people 

to become a progressive nation. Article 3 of the 1917 Constitution granted the right of 

public education, and Article 123 dealt with land distribution and granted ownership of 

the subsoil wealth to the nation.  This nationalist ideology promoted a modernization 

                                                             
invaders centuries before. The fundamental difference between the cultural hegemony of the colonial 

period and the one imposed in the post-revolutionary period was the belief of belonging to an ancient 

nation that would occupy a seminal place in Western modernity through the radical changes produced by 

the Revolution.” "Nationalism, Authoritarianism and Cultural Construction: Carlos Chávez and Mexican 

Music (1921–1952)," Music and Politics. 6, no. 2 (Summer 2012): 1, accessed May 14, 2016 

 
17 Laurence French and Magdaleno Manzanarez, NAFTA and Neocolonialism: Comparative 

Criminal, Human and Social Justice, (Lanham, Maryland: U Press of America, 2004), 24, 221.  

 
18 The period of the Porfirio Díaz dictatorship that preceded the Revolution. 

 
19 Adriana Martínez Figueroa, “Music and the Binational Imagination: The Musical Nationalisms 

of Mexico and the United States in the Context of the Binational Relationship, 1890–2009” (PhD diss., 

Eastman School of Music, University of Rochester, 2009), 78, accessed Jan 2, 2017, ProQuest theses and 

dissertations online. 
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“grounded on the national culture rather than on foreign contributions, yet modernization 

at the most fundamental level still meant becoming as Western as possible.”20 

As a result, the Nationalistic Mexican period that flourished between the 1920s 

and the late 1950s was powered in great part by the post-revolutionary Mexican 

government. The post-revolutionary Mexican state not only initiated massive land 

reforms but also sponsored the arts and funded universal education.21 José Vasconcelos 

was the first appointed Prime Minister of Education and served in two of the post-

revolutionary governments. A philosopher and writer, Vasconcelos’s ideals created and 

promoted a plan for national education that included programs to expand public schools, 

libraries, and support for the fine arts. 

This project of building a national identity was favorable for the arts. From 1920 

to the late 1940s, numerous music-related activities flourished including composition, 

publishing, music-related journals, music conferences, and music criticism, among other 

activities.  An example of government sponsorship is found in the 1946 affirmation of the 

Plan for the Fine Arts by the Cultural Committee of Alemán’s National Campaign (the 

future Fine Arts Act): “‘if the creation of art matters to Mexico, it is the creation of a 

Mexican art that matters, a national creation.’”22 

                                                             
20 Martínez Figueroa, 80. 

 
21 Janet M.C. Burn, “Artistic Modernism as Nationalism in the Periphery: Canada and Mexico,” 

International Review of Modern Sociology, 31, no. 1 (2005): 83, accessed January 7, 2017, 
http://www.jstor.org/stable/41421202. 

 
22 Cited by Velasco Pufleau, 14. 
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For over three decades the government propelled the creation of art with a 

nationalistic vision, and also deterred any manifestation not considered “nationalistic.”23 

In addition, the government took control of public performing spaces and fine arts 

ensembles. Thus, many of the works composed and performed in public venues up to the 

late 1940s had features that were considered (either by the composer or by the audience) 

“strengtheners” of the national Mexican identity.  

To be accurate, however, nationalism in Mexican music was present before the 

20th century and was not simply a direct product of the Mexican Revolution. Vals-Jarabe 

(Aniceto Ortega, 1825-1875), Ecos de México (Julio Ituarte, 1845-1905), and Aires 

Nacionales (Ricardo Castro, 1864-1907), are examples of piano music written during the 

19th century that feature popular Mexican elements in a search for national identity, 

dressed in the aesthetics of the Romantic European models. Manuel M. Ponce (1882-

1948), one of the most well-known Mexican composers, was the first musician to 

acknowledge the value of the traditional mestizo song and advocated for both its 

preservation and its use as thematic material in art music well before the Nationalist art 

movement was consolidated (Ponce introduced the first class of folklore at the Escuela 

Universitaria de Música in 1934).24 The Nationalist movement of the 20th century, 

                                                             
23 An example of this is the music of the Mexican composer Julián Carrillo. Alejandro Madrid 

argues in his dissertation that Carrillo’s creation of his microtonal language system in 1924 “convinced 
many that as an artist, he was uninterested in the incipient nationalist campaign of the post-revolutionary 

state.” Therefore, Madrid concludes that this was the main reason why “his music was systematically 

excluded from the post-revolutionary Mexican music canon.” 
 

24 Jorge Barrón Corvera, Manuel M. Ponce: A Bio-Bibliography (Westport, Conn.: Praeger, 2004), 

18. 
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though, emerged as a search for an identity that spoke in a modernist25 manner, away 

from the traditions prevalent during the 19th century. Manuel M. Ponce is regarded by 

scholars as the precursor of the Mexican Nationalist music movement. Witness to the fin 

de siècle, Ponce evolved his style from the traditions of the Romantic language to the 

conventions of modernism later in his career.26 

 

Nationalism and Modernism 

According to Oxford Art Online, 

Modernism in music refers to a distinct aesthetic outlook and set of compositional 

practices prevalent within a pivotal cadre of twentieth-century composers. Among 

non-musicians, modernism, when used in connection with music, has been linked 

to the rejection of the expectations and standards of musical beauty associated 

with the dominant practices of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century music.27  

 

Some standards rejected by modernists include: the hegemony of the traditional tonal 

system, the Romantic ideals of beauty, and the notion that music was primarily to 

entertain the elite. The many facets of modernism can be appreciated in the wide variety 

of styles within art music during the late 19th and the first-half of the 20th centuries, e.g., 

impressionism, expressionism, nationalism, exoticism, primitivism and neoclassicism. A 

                                                             
25 From hereafter (unless stated otherwise), the terms “modernism,” “modern,” and “modernist” 

refer to the aesthetic movement and compositional procedures characteristic of the early twentieth century. 

 
26 Ricardo Miranda writes in the Oxford Music Online entry about Ponce’s style: “An obviously 

eclectic composer, he could integrate a variety of tendencies and styles, ranging from the Romanticism of 
his first piano works to the almost atonal language of his Sonata for violin and viola or the bitonality of his 

Quatre pièces for piano.” 

 
27 Leon Botstein, "Modernism," Encyclopedia of Aesthetics. Oxford Art Online, Oxford University 

Press, accessed February 8, 2017, 

http://www.oxfordartonline.com.ezproxy2.library.arizona.edu/subscriber/article/opr/t234/e0358. 
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second wave of modernism occurred after the Second World War, taking compositional 

styles and techniques to an even more radical level with integral serialism, indeterminacy, 

electronic music, and sound landscaping. 

While Porfirio Díaz fondly spoke of his desire to modernize Mexico, the ideals of 

modernity28 for Díaz centered on industrialization; social issues such as improving the 

conditions of the working class were not considered in the Porfirian agenda. Under 

Díaz’s dictatorship (1876-1911), the country established a great number of diplomatic 

relationships that attracted foreign investment to Mexico. To Díaz, modernity represented 

the inclusion of Mexico in Western civilization. The indigenous heritage was considered 

part of the great traditions, but the indigenous people were seen as an obstacle to 

modernization.  

As the Revolution derogated the dictatorship of Díaz and promulgated a new 

constitution that gave rights to the workers and underprivileged classes, the word 

‘revolution’ became a synonym of ‘progress’ and ‘modernity.’29 To be perceived as 

revolutionary, the arts had to speak in a language that was not associated with the elite, 

and that could be effectively delivered to the masses. It had to contain Nationalist 

elements that portrayed both the everyday genuine social life and the connection to the 

pre-Conquest past. In painting, this signified the creation of mural paintings in public 

venues such as schools and hospitals. In music, this became the rejection of the Romantic 

                                                             
28 In this case I employ the term ‘modernity’ as the “broad transformation of culture and society 

associated with industrialization, science, and technology” used by Joseph Auner in Music in the Twentieth 

and Twenty-First Centuries, 3. 

 
29 Alejandro Rosas, “En busca de la modernidad,” Presidencia de la República, May 25, 2006, 

accessed January 22, 2017, http://calderon.presidencia.gob.mx/2006/05/en-busca-de-la-modernidad/.  
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harmonic language and the embrace of modernist techniques altogether with the use of 

Nationalist music features.  

According to Leon Botstein, 20th-century modernism demanded the “shattering of 

expectations, conventions, categories, boundaries and limits as well as empirical 

experimentation (following the example of science) and the confident exploration of the 

new.”30 Among other musical resources, modernism involved the emancipation of 

dissonance, the exploration of harmonic structures different from traditional Western 

harmony, and use of atonality. To the Mexican Nationalist composers, it represented a 

parting from the Romantic musical language that was socially linked to the upper classes. 

Furthermore, as Martínez Figueroa points out, many composers of the Mexican post-

revolution “rejected the conventions of tonality, but the use of folk and vernacular music 

(most of which are tonal) provided a foundation of shared cultural materials that made the 

modernist language more accessible.”31 

As stated earlier, Mexican Nationalist composers viewed the multiple paths of early 

20th-century modernism as avenues for expression of a common art that resonated with 

the Mexican population. Leonora Saavedra accurately explains how Mexican Nationalist 

composers appropriated modernist techniques and used them alongside Mexican 

elements to create an art that represented the nation: 

Their angular melodies [of nationalist modernists] can be read as anti-Romantic, 

but also as the musical translation of certain Mexican landscapes, or of the 

geometrical nature of pre-Columbian art. The non-traditional, modal, octatonic, and 

pentatonic pitch collections can be read as modern soundscapes or else as primitive, 

                                                             
30 Leon Botstein, “Modernism,” Oxford Music Online. 

 
31 Martínez Figueroa, 182. 
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exotic, or indigenous scales. The representations of monophonic and heterophonic 

performance practices can be heard as modern linear textures or dissonant 

counterpoint. The metrical irregularity can be seen to show an affiliation with 

Stravinskian modernism or to represent popular practices. The lack of 

sentimentality can betoken Indian or rural stoicism, as well as modern objectivity 

and concision. And the incessant rhythmic pulse can be heard as mechanistic and 

modernist, dance-like and physical, hypnotically Indian, or representative of a 

tellurian nature, whether personal or national.32 

 

Among the composers who followed this path in its multiple forms were Eduardo 

Hernández Moncada and Miguel Bernal Jiménez. Both composers have been 

overshadowed by the most representative Nationalist composers: Carlos Chávez, José 

Pablo Moncayo, and Silvestre Revueltas. Nevertheless, their music is a reflection of the 

ideologies that prevailed during the first half of the 20th century in Mexico. 

 

Post-Nationalism 

By the mid- to late 1950s, Nationalism was falling out of fashion among visual 

artists and composers. According to Yolanda Moreno Rivas, the end of Nationalism was 

due to “the lack of supporting ideologies and political discourse, alongside the 

introduction of new languages such as twelve-tone.”33  Martínez Figueroa attributes the 

decay of Mexican Nationalism to modernism (after the Second World War) becoming 

“an increasingly international, cosmopolitan movement;” therefore “its connection to 

national styles disintegrated.”34 Saavedra states that even around the 1940s “political 

                                                             
32 Leonora Saavedra, “Historiography, Ideologies and Politics,” 328. 

 
33 Yolanda Moreno Rivas, Rostros del nacionalismo en la música mexicana: un ensayo de 

interpretación (Mexico City: Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México, 1995), 63-65, 248. 
 

34 Martínez Figueroa, 245. 
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stability, urban growth, and the spread of the middle classes diminished the imperative of 

Nationalism.”35 The political system achieved stability greatly through populist strategies 

such as organizing the majority of the social sectors (workers, peasants, and small 

businesspeople) into “national confederations effectively controlled by the ruling PRI36 

and a powerful national presidency.”37 Nationalism was also considered “the official face 

of Mexican music in the 1940s,”38 which led newer generations of composers and other 

artists to reject nationalistic ideas because of the association of the Nationalistic music 

with the regime. Younger generations of composers and artists during the second half of 

the 20th century rejected the totalitarianism of the official art on behalf of universality.  

The 1950s became a decade of transition.39 Nationalists worked concurrently with 

“dissident” artists who questioned the “institutionalized” art.40 The last impulse of 

Nationalist music sponsored by the government arose at the end of the 1940s and 

continued in the 1950s, a collaborative project resulting in a golden era of Mexican 

ballet.41 In contrast, the National College in Mexico City featured a workshop in 1955 by 

                                                             
35 Leonora Saavedra, “Staging the Nation: Race, Religion and History in Mexican Opera of the 

1940s,” The Opera Quarterly vol. 23, no. 1 (Winter 2007), 4, accessed April 25, 2016, 

https://doi.org/10.1093/oq/kbn018. 

 
36 PRI stands for ‘Institutional Revolutionary Party,’ the dominant party founded in 1929 that held 

political power uninterruptedly for 70 years in Mexico.  

 
37 Ed McCaughan, Art and Social Movements: Cultural Politics in Mexico and Aztlán (Durham: 

Duke University Press, 2012), 13. 

 
38 Moreno Rivas, Rostros del Nacionalismo, 239. 

 
39 Yolanda Moreno Rivas, La composición en México en el siglo XX (Mexico City: Consejo 

Nacional para la Cultura y las Artes, 1994), 54. 
 

40 Ibid., 67. 
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composer Carlos Chávez on twelve-tone music. Instead of identifying with Nationalism, 

the new generation resonated more strongly with the avant-garde post-war tendencies 

coming from Europe and the United States. It may be asked whether the rejection was 

primarily due to Nationalism being the official face of art, or whether it was an actual 

rejection of the music itself. Since Nationalism was associated with institutionalism, new 

composers rejected writing nationalistic music as a means to open the doors to state 

funding and access to the public venues.42  

As a critic of the music itself, Aurelio Tello points out that some composers 

considered early Nationalistic music restrictive, inhibiting expansion and exploration of 

other musical languages. The cited limitations included the lack of longer motivic 

development as well as a narrow harmonic structure when emulating folk-like music. 

Another criticism was the abuse of motionless impressionistic harmonies.43  

The decade of the 1960s witnessed a more radical rejection of Nationalism by 

younger composers. This discomfort with the representatives of the Nationalist art “was 

closely related to its deep ambivalence about the legacy of Mexico’s nationalist 

revolution, which gave birth to the authoritarian regime and its cultural politics.”44 At the 

same time, Mexican composers went abroad to study and assimilate new musical 

                                                             
41 Aurelio Tello, La música en México, panorama del S. XX (Mexico City: Fondo de Cultura 

Económica, 2009), 512. 
 

42 Moreno Rivas, La composición en México, 58. 
 

43 Ricardo Miranda and Aurelio Tello, La búsqueda perpetua: Lo propio y lo universal de la 

cultura Latinoamericana, vol. 4, La Música en Latinoamérica (Mexico: Secretaría de Relaciones 

Exteriores, 2011), 157. 
 

44 Ed McCaughan, 14.  
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languages. From 1960-64, Chávez offered to lead (for the second time) a composition 

class in the conservatory to study the newer trends.45 During the sixties, both 

Stockhausen and Jean-Etienne Marie offered lectures and seminars in electronic music in 

Mexico City.46 Even Chávez, once considered the leading nationalistic composer, stated 

during the 1950s that Nationalism had had its place, fulfilling its “‘revolutionary 

purposes’ of the Mexican school during the 1920s and 1930s.”47 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
45 Moreno Rivas, La composición en México, 64. 

 
46 Ibid., 64. 

 
47 Moreno Rivas, Rostros del nacionalismo, 177. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

Biographies 

 

Miguel Bernal Jiménez (1910 – 1956) 

Unlike Hernández Moncada, whose musical connections were entwined with the 

massive Nationalistic movement, Miguel Bernal Jiménez did not belong to the leading 

circle of composers that dominated the musical Nationalist scene between 1920 and 1950 

(Bernal Jiménez died prematurely in 1956). One notable exception was Manuel M. 

Ponce, who became not only a friend and godfather at Bernal Jiménez’s wedding in 1939, 

but an artistic mentor from whom Bernal Jiménez would seek approval and advice from 

time to time. This disconnection from the representative Nationalist school was 

influenced by three factors: Bernal Jiménez never studied at the centralized music 

institutions in Mexico or at the mecca of modernism that was Paris; upon his return from 

Rome, Bernal Jiménez chose to work in Morelia instead of Mexico City; and Bernal 

Jiménez’s religious beliefs were unpopular in the post-revolutionary governments and 

their intellectual and artistic circles.  

Though Miguel Bernal Jiménez did not establish close relationships with the most 

well-established Nationalist composers, his music reflects the nationalistic spirit, and 

some of his large-scale works were successful during his lifetime. Despite its 
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controversy, his opera “Tata Vasco” was staged at least five times under Bernal 

Jiménez’s baton (uncommon at that time), and it was the first 20th-century Mexican opera 

to be performed in Europe. His ballet El Chueco (1951) is considered by scholar Aurelio 

Tello as “one of the best works from the golden era of Mexican ballet.”48 

 Bernal Jiménez’s musical training and general education greatly differed from his 

contemporary music colleagues. Born in Michoacán in 1910, the same year as the 

Mexican revolution uprising, Miguel Bernal Jiménez was introduced to music in the 

bosom of the Catholic Church. By the age of seven, Miguelito entered the Colegio de 

Infantes de la Catedral (Children’s Cathedral School), which offered elementary school 

as well as liturgical and musical training, and its students were integrated with the choir 

that sang every day at Morelia’s cathedral services. Just a few years later in 1920, Bernal 

Jiménez entered the Orfeón Pío X, later named Escuela Superior de Música Sagrada de 

Morelia (Morelia’s Institute of Sacred Music). His talent was cultivated at these schools, 

and by 1927 Bernal Jiménez graduated with a diploma in sacred music. With the support 

of religious leaders and organizations, Bernal Jiménez went to Rome a year later and 

enrolled at the Pontifical Institute of Sacred Music. There, Bernal Jiménez obtained 

advanced degrees in organ, sacred composition, and Gregorian chant in 1933.  

The anticlericalism of the Mexican Revolution had a great impact on the life of 

Miguel Bernal Jiménez, who experienced the armed conflict and the following years in a 

very different way than most Mexican composers of his time due to his religious 

                                                             
48 Ricardo Miranda and Aurelio Tello, La música en los siglos XIX y XX (Mexico City: Dirección 

General de Publicaciones, 2013), 560. 
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affiliation. The revolutionary movement was intrinsically anticlerical and the post-

revolutionary governments were very hostile to the Catholic Church;49 both institutions 

sought to assume control of the social, political, and educational life of the country.50 As 

a curiosity, Bernal Jiménez’s first contact with a musical instrument was a harmonium 

rescued from a plundered church that was attacked because of anticlerical ideologies of 

the revolutionary movement. The instrument was hidden at Bernal Jiménez parents’ 

house when “Miguelito” was a young child. The irreconcilable conflict between the 

Catholic Church and the State broke out in a violent civil war—the Cristero War— 

between 1926 and 1929 under the presidency of Elías Calles. The armed conflict resulted 

in tension between the Church and the State during the following years until the 

government, under president Lázaro Cárdenas in the late 1930s, started a policy to keep 

the relationship between the Church and State on good terms as long as the Church was 

not actively involved in politics. 51 

Throughout his life Bernal Jiménez was a devoted and active Catholic. He is 

considered the major exponent of what is referred to by scholars as “sacred nationalism,” 

a movement initiated by the composer that advocates for an inclusion of national 

                                                             
49 The Roman Catholic Church was and is still the dominant religious organization that held great 

political and social power throughout Colonial Mexico and the greater part of the 19th century. The 
Mexican Constitution of 1917 brought more restrictions to the church than the previous Constitution of 

1857. The article 27 gave power to the State to expropriate all religious properties as well as restricted the 

church from establishing charitable and scientific organizations; article 130 deprived ministers of the right 

to political expression and participation; and article 3 required all education in both public and private 

schools be completely secular and free from any religious instruction. 

 
50 Díaz Núñez, Como un eco lejano, 31. 

51 Albert Michaels, "The Modification of the Anti-Clerical Nationalism of the Mexican Revolution 

by General Lázaro Cárdenas and Its Relationship to the Church-State Detente in Mexico," The 

Americas 26, no. 1 (1969): 35-53. 
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elements in sacred music. His loyalty to the church did not endear him to state 

institutions, nor to the academic and artistic circles that were inclined to maintain 

anticlerical beliefs.52 As an example, the scheduled performance of his opera Tata Vasco 

in 1941 at the Palacio de Bellas Artes (considered the most important theatre in Mexico) 

was canceled by the authorities because they considered the work unsuitable to be 

performed at a public venue due to its religious references. Díaz Núñez discusses the 

polarized opinions following the premieres of Bernal Jiménez’s operas Tata Vasco and 

Los Tres Galanes de Juana: “They are not only eclectic works… but they touch religious 

topics, and they earned the support of the national episcopate. This led to these works 

being catalogued as priggish, and they were even dismissed by some intellectual 

circles.”53 

The geographical centralization of the power and culture was and still is an issue 

in Mexico, as Charlotte Slight asserted in 1956: 

Mexico City is not only the capital city of the country from a political standpoint; 

it is also the cultural capital of the country and almost all of Mexico’s professional 

musicians live and work in Mexico City. This contributes to the fact that the 

country’s most important musical organizations are in the capital city. Ranking 

first among these is the Music section of the Department of Fine Arts, under 

government control and subsidy.54   

                                                             
52 Bernal Jiménez, in a memorandum to Manuel Gómez Morín in 1951, on discussing financial 

resources to continue his work as a composer: “[What about] the State? It is well-known that I have not and 

I cannot count on any official financial support.” Cited by Díaz Núñez, 184. 

 
53 Díaz Núñez, Como un eco lejano, 179. 

 
54 Charlotte Frances Slight, “A Survey of Mexican Background and an Analysis of Piano Music 

from 1928 to 1956” (Master’s thesis, University North Texas, 1957), 53. 
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As mentioned earlier, upon his return to Mexico from Rome, Bernal Jiménez 

established himself in his native city of Morelia. Consequently, even though some of his 

works were performed at the most important venues in the capital city, he did not have 

easy access to the most prominent Mexican orchestras at that time. Miguel Bernal 

Jiménez’s musical catalogue is, nevertheless, as vast as it is diverse. He composed for 

accompanied and unaccompanied chorus, solo voice, chamber ensembles, piano, organ, 

orchestra, opera, ballet and cinema. As an educator, Bernal Jiménez wrote no less than 

seven books including a comprehensive treatise on harmony and music theory. He also 

pioneered research in Mexican music of Colonial Mexico,55 a period that had previously 

been neglected and overlooked. For Bernal Jiménez, Mexico was a mestizo culture: 

Mexican musical uniqueness resided in the merging of a Christian culture and civilization 

with the indigenous spirit.  

Many of Bernal Jiménez’s discoveries about Mexican music of the colonial 

period as well as his thoughts on sacred music and Nationalism were published by the 

journal Schola Cantorum. Bernal Jiménez founded this journal in 1939 to publish and 

discuss music (sacred and secular) and disseminate the results of music research. Schola 

Cantorum is regarded as “the most comprehensive music periodical resource in Mexico 

during the 20th century,”56 and it was in print until 1974. 

                                                             
55 The historical period (1521-1821) when the Mexican territory remained under the dominance of 

the Spanish Empire.  

 
56 Gabriel Pareyón, “Bernal Jiménez,” in Diccionario Enciclopédico de la Música en México, vol. 

1 (Mexico City: Universidad Panamericana, 2007), 134. 
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As an educator, Miguel Bernal Jiménez was actively involved in the 

Conservatorio de las Rosas in Morelia. In 1934 he became a professor there, and held the 

position of artistic director from 1936 until 1952 when he moved to New Orleans to join 

the music faculty at Loyola University. He became the Dean of that school in 1954. 

The case of Miguel Bernal Jiménez is unique in the history of Mexican music. 

The education, religious beliefs, and nationalist view of Bernal Jiménez are reflected in a 

musical style that is identified by scholars as eclectic. Bernal Jiménez frequently 

incorporates a variety of compositional techniques into his compositions, including 

Palestrina-like polyphony and Gregorian style melodies within both a traditional and 

modernist harmonic treatment. When combining these elements with nationalistic 

features, Bernal Jiménez employs Indian-derived melodies and mestizo melodies. 

Furthermore, his Catholic devotion is evident not only in his sacred works, but in some of 

his most important secular works, a feature that in post-revolutionary Mexico subjected 

him and his compositions to controversy. 

 

Eduardo Hernández Moncada (1899–1995). 

Eduardo Hernández Moncada was born in Xalapa, Veracruz on September 24, 

1899 into a musical family. With professional musicians on his mother’s side and his 

father being a clarinetist, it is no surprise that he began taking piano lessons as a child. 

The path to his musical career was interrupted when his father died and he was sent to 

work on the family’s property at fifteen. In his autobiography, Hernández Moncada 

details the difficulties of running a coffee farm at the time of the revolutionary uprisings. 
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After a few years of unsuccessful farm management, however, Hernández Moncada 

returned to his native Xalapa and to his music, working as a pianist for silent films in the 

cinemas.  

Hernández Moncada’s first break came when he was spotted at the movie theatre 

and a patron offered the financial means to pursue formal musical studies. He moved to 

Mexico City in 1918 and entered the Conservatorio Libre, working simultaneously as a 

pianist-entertainer at restaurants and cinemas.57 His work in the cinema proved lucky a 

second time when Hernández Moncada met Carlos Chávez, the composer who soon 

would become the leader of the Nationalist movement in Mexico. Hernández Moncada 

recalls their 1926 encounter: 

When I was about twenty-three years old I used to work as the pianist/conductor 

of the small orchestra that musicalized the films at the Olympia cinema… 

unfortunately Spiller [the organist] contracted pneumonia and died… the 

enterprise hired other organists until – I don’t remember the exact date but it has 

to be in 1926 because I was already married – the organist that came was none 

other than Carlos Chávez.58  

 

Chávez was delighted with their ensemble and commissioned Hernández 

Moncada to orchestrate one of his own pieces. Once Chávez was designated conductor of 

the Orquesta Sinfónica de México in 1929, he hired Hernández Moncada first as a 

percussionist, then as pianist, and eventually as an assistant conductor. That same year 

                                                             
57 According to his memories, Hernández Moncada’s piano teacher Rafael J. Tello saw that the 

financial struggles of the young Eduardo, and encouraged him to become a well-rounded musician able to 

perform any musical task; Tello then added orchestration and composition into the piano lessons of 

Hernández Moncada. Contreras Soto, Eduardo Hernández Moncada, 86. 

 
58 Ibid., 87. 
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Chávez became director of the Conservatorio Nacional and invited Hernández Moncada 

to be the subdirector of the vocal ensembles. 

 During the 1930s and 1940s Hernández Moncada was an active participant in the 

large Nationalist movement as a performer, arranger, composer, and educator. In addition 

to his duties in the Orquesta Sinfónica de México (1929-43) and the Conservatorio 

Nacional (1929-57), he was named inspector of the Fine Arts section of the National 

Department of Education (1932), director of the Escuela Nocturna Superior de Música 

(1942-43), arranger and assistant conductor of the orchestra in the Broadway show 

Revista Mexicana and for the exposition titled “Twenty Centuries of Mexican Art” at the 

Museum of Modern Art in New York (1939 and 1940, respectively), music teacher and 

musical consultant of the Comisión Revisora de Planes de Estudio y Textos de la 

Secretaría de Educación Pública (Committee for Revising the Textbooks and Plans of 

Study of the Department of Public Education, 1944), conductor of the Ópera Nacional 

Chorus (1944), founder and conductor of the Academia de Ópera (1947-1956), and 

conductor of the Orquesta del Conservatorio (1948-49). 

 Despite his abundant and diverse musical activities, Hernández Moncada’s 

compositional success developed slowly for he composed more seriously later in his life 

than his contemporaries: from over ninety works in his catalogue, less than twenty were 

written before the age of thirty-five. However, his work as an arranger—particularly 

during the Nationalist movement—cannot be underestimated. Between 1930 and 1953 he 

arranged thirty-eight works, more than half to be performed with orchestra and most of 
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them commissioned by Carlos Chávez59 as the main conductor of the Orquesta Sinfónica 

de México. Hernández Moncada became one of the primary collaborators in Chávez’s 

Mexican Nationalist music movement.60 Chávez’s most important means of outreach was 

the Orquesta Sinfónica de México (OSM), which gave concerts for workers, schools, and 

toured in various cities in Mexico under the sponsorship of the Mexican government, 

promoting the post-revolutionary ideal that all people had the right of access to a good 

education.61 An examination of Eduardo Contreras Soto’s catalogue62 shows the variety 

of works that Hernández Moncada arranged for orchestra, including Bach organ works, 

Satie piano pieces, Milhaud songs, and Mexican and Latin American folk and art music.  

In 1939 Hernández Moncada traveled to New York as part of the music team for 

the staging of Upa y Apa (later called Mexicana), a Broadway show produced by 

playwright Celestino Gorostiza. The music had been written by various Mexican 

composers and Hernández Moncada was assigned to write the overture for the show. 

                                                             
59 Carlos Chávez exerted a powerful influence in the life of Mexican concert music during great 

part of the twentieth century: as early as 1925 he started advocating for the inclusion of “new music” in 

concerts; became musical director of the OSM in 1928 where he remained 21 seasons; the same year he 

became director of the National Conservatory; served as the director of the Departments of Fine Arts of the 

Secretary of Public Education (1933-4); and designed the project for the creation of the Instituto Nacional 

de Bellas Artes (National Institute of Fine Arts), the most important government institution for sponsoring 

the arts in Mexico. Chávez became its first director in 1947. 

 
60 Despite his close collaboration with Chávez, Hernández Moncada preferred to be on the sideline 

in terms of Chávez’s political alignments. Hernández Moncada was a member of the Liga de Escritores y 

Artistas Revolucionarios LEAR (League of Revolutionary Writers and Artists) that in 1934 accused 

Chávez of becoming the “regime’s new official composer.” See Velasco Pufleau, 10. 

 
61 In his article “Concerts for Workers,” Chávez defines the Orquesta Sinfónica de México as “a 

cultural institution whose key mission is to spread music to all the inhabitants of the country, thus 

contributing to the education of its people.” Cited by Velasco Pufleau, 10. 

 
62 Eduardo Contreras Soto is the author of the only biography and catalogue of works by Eduardo 

Hernández Moncada. 
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When the pit at the theater proved too small for a large orchestra, however, Hernández 

Moncada was charged with re-orchestrating most of the music of the show. Furthermore, 

the designated conductor dropped out at the last minute and Hernández Moncada had to 

lead the show for the first week before returning to his duties at the Orquesta Sinfónica in 

Mexico City. A year later, when Chávez was commissioned by Nelson Rockefeller to 

organize the music section of the exposition Twenty Centuries of Mexican Art in the 

Museum of Modern Art in New York, Hernández Moncada wrote some of the 

arrangements, led rehearsals, and conduced the show for nearly a month. He also 

provided the Secretaría de Educación Pública SEP (National Department of Education) 

with song arrangements, published to be taught in the schools as part of the curriculum 

designated by the reforms in public education after the revolution. 

In an extremely modest tone, Hernández Moncada states that his first 

compositions “outside school assignments” were chamber works that he submitted to 

competitions sponsored by the Mexican Department of Education in 1937 and 1939, both 

of which won second prize. Hernández Moncada’s constant engagement in multiple 

musical activities made his output very diverse, comprising nearly one hundred 

compositions including two symphonies and other shorter orchestral works, two suites for 

chamber orchestra, one opera, a fantasia for piano and orchestra, band music, music for 

choruses, ballet, theater and cinema, and chamber music (string quartets, instrumental 

duos, solo piano, and songs). Most of his works were produced at the height of the 

Nationalist movement (the late 1930s and the 1950s) and, consequently, tend to be 

Nationalist in style. Coincidentally, this was also when Hernández Moncada was actively 
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involved or connected to the life of large music organizations, which accounts for the 

number of works for orchestra, chorus, and ballet. In contrast, his nine piano works were 

written either before 1935 or after 1960, perhaps showing that during the height of the 

Nationalist movement, Hernández Moncada did not consider the piano an effective 

instrument to deliver art for the masses. After the state diminished its Nationalist 

enthusiasm and support for the arts, Hernández Moncada turned to music for more 

intimate settings. 

 After 1960, Eduardo Hernández Moncada’s image as a leading figure in the 

development of Mexican music declined. Although he was honored for his pedagogic 

achievements, and some of his later works were premiered and published, Hernández 

Moncada never adopted the new languages of the post-war period and felt somehow 

relegated to a lesser status in his activity as a composer after 1950. Once the government 

reached some level of political stability in the 1950s, the use of Nationalism as a means 

of promoting unity was not a priority in political discourse, and support for the 

Nationalistic arts diminished. New generations of younger composers favored the use of 

the avant-garde languages and techniques coming from abroad. Hernández Moncada’s 

fear of becoming a forgotten composer due to his style is evident in several of his 

interviews and writings: 

Currently, I am completely disconnected from any musical activity. I stopped 

writing music long ago, since I felt that my creativity and sensibility diminished. I 

was never attracted to the newer expression techniques, such as twelve-tone, 

serialism, and electronic music.63  

                                                             
63 Eduardo Contreras Soto, "Conversación con Eduardo Hernández Moncada," Heterofonía, vol. 

98 (Mexico, 1988): 38-42. 
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When Mario Lavista invited me to take part in this series of lectures, I thought I 

was dreaming… in my case, my works had their moment of repercussion; 

however, they did not fulfill the requirement to become part of today’s 

repertory.64 

On the other hand, in order for a composer to talk about his music it is necessary 

that his music is being performed with relative frequency. That has not happened 

with my music and the music of other composers. Perhaps the main reason is that 

due to our age we do not affiliate with the current musical trends. It is not a 

rejection or a dislike; it is simply a non-affiliation.65  

  

 Speaking of his choice of staying away from the new trends, Hernández Moncada 

identifies himself more with regionalism than nationalism, especially in his works after 

1950: 

Once liberated from any commitment, I was determined to continue with my old 

resolutions of writing not nationalistic music but regionalist music, for I was born 

a Veracruzano,66 and I will be a Veracruzano for the rest of my life.67   

 

 Chosen according to Hernández Moncada’s principles, Costeña (1962) and 

Estampas Marítimas (1969) on which this study will focus both present characteristics of 

the folk and popular music belonging to the state of Veracruz, the region where 

Hernández Moncada was born. Rather than directly using the folk melodies of Veracruz, 

Hernández Moncada creates his own melodies in the style of the popular genres. The 

inflection of these melodies along with the ambiguity of 6/8 and 3/4 accentuations and 

the highly rhythmic character give these pieces a folk flavor, while the use of 

                                                             
64 Contreras Soto, Eduardo Hernández Moncada, 96. 

 
65 Ibid., 96. 
 
66 Veracruzano: Native to the Mexican state of Veracruz 

 
67 Contreras Soto, Eduardo Hernández Moncada, 94. 
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polytonality, second inversion chords and parallel fourths and fifths resemble the 

procedures that many other twentieth-century composers employed to explore beyond the 

tonal harmonic system.  
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CHAPTER 4 

 

Analysis 

 

 Due perhaps to a general preference for symphonic genres among Mexican 

Nationalist composers, the piano works of both Bernal Jiménez and Hernández Moncada 

occupy a rather small portion of their total output. For the purposes of this document, 

piano works written between the 1950s and 1960s have been chosen for analysis. These 

works might be classified chronologically as late Nationalistic compositions because they 

were written at a time when the Nationalist discourse was in decline and newer trends 

were emerging. However, they constitute fine examples of Mexican piano music that 

reflect the nationalist spirit dressed in modernist clothing. These modernist techniques 

feature bitonality or bimodality, harmonic “coloring” of conventional harmonies, 

unconventional scales, whole-tone progressions, quartal harmonies, and chord planing, 

among other elements. Nationalist elements include the use or imitation of mestizo and 

indigenous melodies and harmonic patterns, instrumental textures, regional performance 

practices, and rhythmic and metric patterns associated with traditional songs and dances. 
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Historical Background for Carteles 

 Bernal Jiménez signed Carteles as completed on December 14, 1952,68 though he 

had included Carteles in a list of works sent in mid-1951 to Wladimir Lakond, executive 

of the Southern Music Company.69 Carteles was eventually published in 1957, one year 

after Bernal Jiménez’s death, by Peer International, an affiliate of Southern Music. 

Carteles was first performed in the Sala Chopin in Mexico City by pianist Kurt 

Groenewold70 (the date is uncertain, but presumably after the date of publication).  

 Carteles is a suite comprised of eight short pieces. Peer International translates 

Carteles as “Pastels,” but a more accurate translation would be “Posters.” The 

Conservatorio de Las Rosas published Carteles in a newer edition in 2002 as part of the 

“Collected Works of Miguel Bernal Jiménez,” edited by Luis Jaime Cortez.71 This edition 

includes no English translations, and there are a few minor differences as compared to the 

first edition by Peer International in 1957, e.g., the addition of an 8va sign on the second 

page of “Danza Maya,” suggesting that the first edition had a few typographical errors. 

The corrections in the 2002 edition do not add any substantial changes, but some subtle 

differences in musical indications may be relevant for interpretive choices. 

                                                             
68 Díaz Núñez, Como un eco lejano, 187. 
 
69 Ibid., 180. 

 
70 Ibid., 188. 

 
71 Luis Jaime Cortez is currently an active researcher at the National Research Music Center 

(Centro Nacional de Investigación Musical – CENIDIM). 
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 In a departure from his works for organ, an instrument for which Bernal Jiménez 

wrote extensively, 72 the composer chose to restrict the use of virtuosity in Carteles. 

Aurelio Tello refers to Carteles as highly expressive “vignettes written in an evocative, 

austere and unpretentious manner.”73 Each piece in Carteles depicts a scene from 

everyday life. In this respect, and with the title’s visual connotation, Carteles might be 

compared to a diminutive Pictures at an Exhibition by Modest Mussorgsky. Among the 

eight pieces in Carteles, some seem to have been drawn from Bernal Jiménez’s personal 

experiences. Though Peer International published the original Spanish names with an 

English translation, a few of the translations might be more precise. For example, 

“Volantín” is a maypole rather than a merry-go-round, and Bernal Jiménez recreates the 

feeling of the feet leaving the ground when playing at the maypole. 

“Parangaricutirimícuaro” is a famous word in Mexico because it is used both as a tongue-

twister and the nickname of the town Nuevo San Juan del Parangaricutiro, located in 

Michoacán (Bernal Jiménez’s home state). The title itself conveys the giocoso 

atmosphere of the music.  

 The names of the pieces in Spanish, as translated in the 1957 edition follow: 

“Volantín” (Merry-Go-Round) 

“Danza Maya” (Mayan Dance) 

“Noche” (Night) 

“Huarache” (Folk Dance) 

                                                             
72 Bernal Jiménez was a virtuoso organist and wrote numerous organ works, including a 

Concertino for Organ and Orchestra. 
 
73 Tello, La música en los siglos XIX y XX, 560. 
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“Sandunga” (Folk Dance) 

“Pordioseros” (Beggars) 

“Hechicería” (Sorcery) 

“Parangaricutirimícuaro” (Fiesta) 

 

Carteles features quotations of Mexican folk tunes, either literal quotations like 

the indigenous song “Los Xtoles” in “Danza Maya,” or altered quotations, such as the 

reminiscence of “La Cucaracha” near the end of “Noche.” This is a common practice 

seen in other Bernal Jiménez works.74 Other distinctive characteristics of Mexican folk 

music included in Carteles are the use of triple and duple rhythms within a melodic line 

(five out of eight pieces feature this quality), the use of sesquialtera (alternation between 

6/8 and 3/4 meters), and the use of parallel sixths to harmonize a melody. Featured 

modernist elements in Carteles include unconventional scales, bitonality and bimodality, 

and chord planing. 

 

Historical Background for Costeña 

 The piano works of Eduardo Hernández Moncada occupy a very small portion of 

his total output, all written either before or after the peak of the Nationalist movement, 

his earlier pieces being still mostly salon music. The later works constitute an example of 

Hernández Moncada’s nationalism, or, more specifically, regionalism. Costeña belongs 

to this second group. Published in 1962 by Ediciones de Música Mexicana, this brief 

                                                             
74 Bernal Jiménez’s Cuarteto Virreinal quotes four different folk Mexican tunes. Similarly, in his 

Evocaciones for mixed choir, Bernal Jiménez features a Mayan Dance. Miranda and Tello, La música en 

los siglos XIX y XX, 559. 
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piece has found an enduring place in the Mexican piano repertory. “Costeña” means 

“from the coast,” and the composer made it clear that it refers to the geographical 

location of the Veracruz, his native state: “Under that influence [regionalism] I have 

written many works, mostly for voice and piano. For this instrument, I wrote a typical 

Veracruzana named Costeña.”75 Moncada describes Costeña as “rough, even aggressive 

music that portrays an image of the port of Veracruz and its noisy and outspoken 

people.”76 Since its premiere by the pianist Miguel García Mora, Costeña has remained 

popular due to its infectious rhythm and lively mood, characteristics associated with the 

music and people from the port of Veracruz. 

 

Historical Background for Estampas Marítimas 

 Hernández Moncada dedicated Estampas Marítimas (1969) to his grandson 

Eduardo Malvido who gave the premiere in 1971. Ediciones de Música Mexicana 

published the work in 1988. Moncada conceived this set as teaching repertory: “I 

considered writing early and intermediate teaching repertory that besides introducing the 

student to new sonorities, also contained its ‘folk’ dosage.”77  

Estampas Marítimas (Seaside Vignettes) provides another example of the 

regionalism of Moncada. The titles of each movement, “Jugando en la playa” (Playing at 

the beach), “Crepúsculo” (Twilight), and “Son de Huapango” (traditional dance), suggest 

                                                             
75 Contreras Soto, Eduardo Hernández Moncada, 117. 

 
76 Ibid. 

 
77 Ibid. 
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evocations of the life and landscape of the coastal region of Veracruz. The nationalist 

elements are most recognizable in the last movement. Hernández Moncada never walked 

away from tonality, but continued using resources such as chromatic displacement, 

polychords and chord planing to amplify the palette of the traditional harmonic system. 

 

Use of Nationalist Elements in the Works of Bernal Jiménez and Hernández Moncada 

Indigenism  

As previously mentioned, one of the ideologies of the Revolution was the 

idealization of the pre-colonial past and the belief in belonging to an ancient nation that 

could rely on its own resources rather than on foreign influences. Sinfonía India by 

Carlos Chávez is probably the most well-known example of indigenism, the 

incorporation of indigenous tunes into a classical work (Musical Example 1). 

 

Musical Example 1. Carlos Chávez, Sinfonía India, second theme, based on the Seri tune 

I Coos (“Song to the Wind”), mm. 120-127. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In “Danza Maya” (Musical Example 2) Bernal Jiménez features The Dance of the 

Xtoles, one of the few surviving Mayan tunes. Bernal Jiménez presents the melody four 
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times with different accompaniment patterns and harmonizations, much in the style of 

Béla Bartók’s For Children. Other composers also made use of this pentatonic melody, 

such as Silvestre Revueltas in La noche de los mayas and Luis Sandi in Bonampak. The 

quotation is actually somewhat unusual for Bernal Jiménez, who mostly favored more 

mestizo styles over pre-Columbian melodies when writing in a nationalist style. On the 

other hand, Hernández Moncada preferred to imitate the mestizo melodies from Veracruz; 

hence the absence of indigenous melodies in his piano works. 

 

Musical Example 2. Bernal Jiménez, Carteles: “Danza Maya,” mm. 1-4.  

 
 

Literal or altered quotations of traditional tunes  

Musical Example 2 also serves as an illustration of literal quotation, and in other 

places Bernal Jiménez employs altered quotations of traditional tunes. In Carteles there 

are two more references to very popular Mexican songs: La Cucaracha (Musical 

Example 3.a) in “Noche” (Musical Example 3.b) and A la víbora de la mar (Musical 

Example 4.a) in “Huarache” (Musical Example 4.b). Due to the melodic alterations the 

melodies are not easily recognizable; nevertheless they bring a traditional Mexican flavor 

to the pieces. 
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Musical Example 3.a. Trad. La Cucaracha, mm. 1-2 

 

 
 

 

 

Musical Example 3.b. Altered versión of La Cucaracha in “Noche” from Carteles, m. 20. 

 

 

 

 

 

Musical Example 4.a. Trad., A la víbora de la mar, mm. 7-10.  

 
 

 

 

Musical Example 4.b. Altered version of A la víbora de la mar in “Huarache” from 

Carteles, mm. 17-20.  

 

 

 

Original but traditional-type melodies  

 In contrast, Hernández Moncada’s use of traditional materials to give a nationalist 

character to his music relies more on the use of rhythmic and melodic elements that 
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suggest traditional music rather than literal quotation of tunes. Moncada may have 

avoided the use of quotations of folk material within his original compositions (with very 

few exceptions, and only under specific request) because he became known first as an 

arranger, then as a composer. In order to build a reputation as a composer in the 

Nationalist trend, he would have preferred to withdraw any traditional tunes and write 

original melodies in the style of traditional songs. 

The opening of Costeña illustrates Hernández Moncada’s nationalist melodic 

approach. The first phrase of Costeña contains both rhythmic and melodic elements that 

suggest the son jarocho or son de huapango, a song style characteristic of some regions 

in Veracruz and highly popular among the folklore of Veracruz (jarocho describes the 

people and culture of the Atlantic seaboard of Veracruz). As a genre, the son jarocho is 

an amalgamation of Spanish, Indian and African influences, is related to dance, and 

alternates between sung verses and instrumental interludes. Notable features used by 

Hernández Moncada in his Costeña include the 6/8 meter, repeated notes at the beginning 

of the melody, and a descending melodic contour at the end of the phrase. In his book 

Echoes of La Bamba, ethnomusicologist Randall Kohl analyzes, among other elements, 

the melodic contour of a selection of traditional performances of sones. Despite the 

highly improvisatory style of the singer, Randall concludes that in those analyzed 

performances, the practice of the singer (called “pregonero”) is to start a phrase with a 
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repeated note and ending it with a descending leap, 78 a gesture that Hernández Moncada 

emulates in the opening bars of Costeña (Musical Example 5).  

 

Musical Example 5. Hernández Moncada, Costeña, mm. 1-4.  

 
 

 

Harmonization devices such as parallel sixths and chord progressions  

Parallel sixths running alongside the melody are a very common harmonic device 

in Mexican popular music, and Bernal Jiménez employs this resource in three out of eight 

pieces of Carteles. As an example, “Sandunga” features parallel sixths in the right-hand 

at mm. 31-32 (Musical Example 6).  

 

Musical Example 6. Bernal Jiménez, Carteles: “Sandunga,” mm. 31-32. 

 

 

                                                             
78 Randall Kohl, Ecos de "La bamba": Una historia etnomusicológica sobre el son jarocho de 

Veracruz, 1946-1959 (Veracruz, Mexico: Instituto Veracruzano de la Cultura, 2007), 165. 
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Another example of this harmonization device is found in mm. 31-36 of 

“Parangaricutirimícuaro.” The “wrong harmonies” (F# major chord within a Bb major 

context) in the left hand also shadow the diatonicism of the parallel sixths of the right 

hand (Musical Example 7). 

 

Musical Example 7. Bernal Jiménez, Carteles: “Parangaricutirimícuaro,” mm.31-36. 

 

By contrast, Hernández Moncada uses a harmonic progression commonly found 

in the son jarocho genre for his third movement of Estampas Marítimas, “Son de 

Huapango.” Most of the sones use a simple harmonic base, while the improvisatory 

elements rely on the pregonero. The chord progression for the opening phrase of “Son de 

Huapango” is V – I – IV – V, repeated twice (Musical Example 8). This progression is 

very similar to the one used in the most popular son jarocho, La Bamba: I – IV – V. 

Considering the writing as an imitation of a traditional harp, the reminiscence of a 

traditional performance of La Bamba at the beginning of “Son de Huapango” is striking.  
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Musical Example 8. Hernández Moncada, Estampas Marítimas: “Son de Huapango,” 

mm. 1-4.

 

 

Imitation of traditional instrumental ensembles and performance practices 

Nationalist composers tried to replicate the colors and performance practices of 

the ensembles employed to perform traditional music. Multiple examples in the standard 

keyboard repertory imitate other instruments as a means of emulating the music from a 

specific region, such as the keyboard sonatas by Domenico Scarlatti with chords or 

figurations that are reminiscent of guitar strumming, or Isaac Albéniz’s effective 

replication of the idiomatic techniques of the flamenco guitar in Asturias. The evocation 

of certain instruments, ensembles, or performance practices can be translated into piano 

writing through rhythmic, melodic and harmonic patterns, articulation markings, special 

accents, pedaling, and phrasing.  

The middle section of “Parangaricutirimícuaro” is undoubtedly evoking the 

sounds of a town’s out-of-tune wind band. Wind bands in traditional music are 

particularly prominent in the southern state of Oaxaca, present in community 

celebrations, such as religious festivities, weddings, and funerals. In 

“Parangaricutirimícuaro,” the bass line imitates lower-brass instruments keeping a steady 

C major:       V               I         IV              V 
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quarter-pulse, while the alto line (wind section) has the main melody and the upper 

register chords sound the reply (Musical Example 9). 

Musical Example 9. Bernal Jiménez, Carteles: “Parangaricutirimícuaro,” mm. 39-42. 

 

A very different music ensemble is portrayed in “Son de Huapango,” the last 

piece of Estampas Marítimas. A traditional performance of a son includes coplas or 

stanzas sung by a "caller" (pregonero) who is accompanied by the hard-driving rhythms 

of musicians playing unique regional guitars called jaranas and, depending on the region, 

the addition of harp, requinto, violin, tambourine, marimbol, and jawbone. In many cases 

the dance involves a zapateado that adds rhythmic complexity to the instrumental 

ensemble (in a similar way to flamenco).  Most of the sones are in compound duple meter 

(6/8), but some of them are in simple duple meter (2/4), such as the most popular son 

jarocho, “La Bamba.”  

In Son de Huapango, Hernández Moncada recreates an ensemble of harp and 

requinto, a small guitar used as a melodic instrument. The harp in the traditional son is 

played in a more percussive way than in the classical tradition, and Moncada specifies 

non legato at the beginning of the piece to replicate a similar sound (Musical Example 

10). The figurations in the opening bars are based on the harmonic pattern V – I – IV – V, 
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repeated twice (Musical Example 8). Then, starting at measure 9, a pregonero (caller) is 

replicated in the left hand, joining the harp (Musical Example 11).  

 

Musical Example 10. Hernández Moncada, Estampas Marítimas: “Son de Huapango,” 

mm. 1-4.

 
 

 

Musical Example 11. Hernández Moncada, Estampas Marítimas: “Son de Huapango,” 

mm. 9-12. 

 

 

Use of sesquialtera (alternation between 3/4 and 6/8)  

Another traditional resource used by both Hernández Moncada and Bernal 

Jiménez is the use of sesquialtera. According to Stanford, the word sesquialtera comes 

from the Latin for “six that alters,” used to indicate six notes being regrouped in two 

groups of three or three groups of two. In music literature, earlier references to the 

sesquialtera as a musical term are found in Spanish music and date as early as 1538.79 

                                                             
79 E. Thomas Stanford, “The Mexican Son.” Yearbook of the International Music Council, vol. 4, 

25th Anniversary Issue (1972), 77, accessed February 12, 2017, http://www.jstor.org/stable/767674. 

Pregonero 
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Given the Spanish influence in Mexico for over three hundred years, sesquialtera became 

a traditional element of Mexican music.  

Hernández Moncada makes extensive use of sesquialtera in his music by 

constantly regrouping eighth notes into 6/8 or 3/4. These quick shifts in the accents create 

a rich rhythmic texture characteristic of the sones jarochos or sones de huapango, where 

both the voice and the instruments maintain different accenting patterns simultaneously, 

making this music highly rhythmic. “Jugando en la Playa” (Playing at the Beach) from 

Estampas Marítimas is a clear example of the use of sesquialtera. With a huapango 

flavor, the first and third bars of the excerpt clearly group the six eighth notes in two 

groups, whereas the second and fourth bars feature three groups of two eighth notes 

(Musical Example 12).  

 

Musical Example 12. Hernández Moncada. Estampas Marítimas: “Jugando en la playa,” 

mm. 5-8. 

  

 

Use of Modernist Elements in the Works of Bernal Jiménez and Hernández Moncada  

 Some modernist compositional devices employed by Hernández Moncada and 

Bernal Jiménez in the works analyzed are the use of polychords, parallel-motion chords, 

non-traditional scales, polymodality, and polytonality.   
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Polychordal treatment in Costeña 

A polychordal treatment is “the simultaneous combination of two or more chords 

from different harmonic areas,”80 and an excellent example is found in mm. 136-139 of 

Hernández Moncada’s Costeña. The tonal center in this excerpt is G major, reinforced 

with the G bass notes at the pick-up of measure 136 and at downbeat of measure 138, as 

well as the right-hand G-major chords at mm. 136 and 139 (Musical Example 13). 

 

Musical Example 13. Hernández Moncada, Costeña, mm. 136-139. 

 

 

 

Polytonality as means of “coloring” diatonic harmonies in Carteles 

In polytonality, the writing (although not necessarily the aural perception) 

suggests two or more key centers combined simultaneously. Polytonality was used by 

early 20th-century composers such as Bartók, Milhaud, and Stravinsky as another 

alternative to atonal and serial music. Milhaud’s “Botafogo” from Saudades do Brazil 

from Milhaud exhibits polytonality in a constant use of different key centers for each 

                                                             
80 Vincent Persichetti, Twentieth-Century Harmony (N.Y., W.W. Norton & Co.: 1961), 135. 

        GM    FM            GM            GM 
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hand. In “Botafogo,” the right hand features an F-sharp minor pitch collection, whereas 

the left hand uses pitches from the key of F minor (Musical Example 14). 

 

Musical Example 14. Darius Milhaud, Saudades do Brazil: “Botafogo,” mm. 3-7. 

 
 

Various theoretical approaches are used to explain a bitonal or polytonal process. 

One common characteristic of bitonal music is the diatonicism involved. Persichetti states 

that “polytonality is effective as such only when each tonal plane is kept within a clear 

scale formation.”81 In order to discern - at least on the paper - two different tonal centers, 

the material of each tone section must be diatonic enough to be recognized. In Milhaud’s 

words, “polytonality results from the development of diatonic harmony and 

counterpoint.”82  

Some theorists argue that while the writing exhibits multiple key centers, the aural 

experience will lead towards one tonal center. Even composers such as Bartók made 

similar statements: “… polytonality [bitonality] exists only for the eye when looking at 

the music. But our mental hearing … will select only one key as a fundamental key and 

                                                             
81 Persichetti, 256. 

 
82 Darius Milhaud, “Polytonalité et Atonalité,” Revue musicale, vol. 4 (1923): 29, translated by 

Bryan R. Simms © 2006. 
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will project tones of the other keys on this selected one.”83 Speaking of his first Bagatelle, 

in which he used different key signatures in each hand, Bartók refers to what seems to be 

a bitonal process as “not a mixture of C-sharp minor and F minor but simply a Phrygian 

colored C major”84 (Musical Example 15).  

 

Musical Example 15. Béla Bartók, Bagatelles op.6, no.1, mm. 1–5. 

 
 

Bartók called his procedure the use of ‘supradiatonic’ tones, altering the 

functional chords within the traditional tonal system by half tone up or down, rather than 

considering his music bitonal.85 In a more chordal texture, Bartók employs a similar 

supradiatonic relationship in his Allegro Barbaro. In mm. 76-80, the chord center is F-

sharp minor, whereas the descending melody is a Lydian-Mixolydian scale, and the left 

hand has repeated C major chords which act as a supradiatonic (half step off the 

dominant C-sharp) (Musical Example 16).  

                                                             
83 John Vinton, "Bartók on His Own Music" Journal of the American Musicological Society 19, 

no. 2 (1966): 238, accessed March 1, 2017, http://www.jstor.org/stable/830583.  

 
84 Cited by János Kárpáti in Bartók’s Chamber Music, tr. by Macnicol and Steiner (Stuyvesant, 

NY: Pendragon 1994), 218. 
 
85 “I always tried to use the supradiatonic tones with the greatest possible freedom,” cited by 

Stevens in The Life and Music of Béla Bartók (Oxford University Press, 1993), accessed 5 October 2016, 

http://www.myilibrary.com?ID=76591. 
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Musical Example 16. Béla Bartók, Allegro Barbaro, mm. 76-80. 

 
 

In the same vein as Bartók, the objective of Bernal Jiménez in using bitonal or bi-

chordal harmonies appears to be the creation of an aural experience of a “colored,” out-

of-tune band playing in B-flat major, rather than establishing two different tonal centers. 

Scholar Richard Bass analyzes a similar procedure in the music of Prokofiev and labels it 

“chromatic displacement,”86 dealing with functional harmony and scale degrees that go 

off by half-step up or down. 

As mentioned earlier, in some towns in the state of Oaxaca wind bands are the 

primary entertainment ensembles, usually performing in outdoor venues and even during 

processionals. This is undoubtedly the ensemble that Bernal Jiménez tried to depict in the 

final piece of Carteles through his use of a bitonal resource to give the impression of an 

out-of-tune band. The melody is entirely in the key of B-flat major as is the rest of the 

piece, with harmonized parallel sixths, while the left hand accompanies with chords in F-

sharp major and g minor (Musical Example 17). Because of the nature of the chromatic 

chord in the context of B-flat major, this apparently bitonal procedure can be aurally 

                                                             
86 Richard Bass, "Prokofiev's Technique of Chromatic Displacement," Music Analysis 7, no. 2 

(1988): 197-214. 
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interpreted as a “mistuned” second-inversion B-flat chord (mm. 23-25). The key of B-flat 

major is reinforced with the parallel sixths that run along the melody. 

 

Musical Example 17. Bernal Jiménez, Carteles: “Parangaricutirimícuaro,” mm. 23-28.  

(F# major harmonizes a Bb major melody). 

 

 

Chord planing and chromatic displacement in Costeña 

To achieve a modernist sound in Costeña, Hernández Moncada “masks” the 

diatonic nature of the folk-like tunes by harmonizing the melody with parallel major 

triads spaced by a whole step (i.e. Bb – C – D), creating polychordal harmonies.  

The pitch collection of the opening bars (Musical Example 18) suggests an F-

centered melody ending with a half-cadence. The following two phrases contain the same 

pitch collection, and the direction of both phrases lead to a half-cadence (Musical 

Example 19). 

 

Musical Example 18. Hernández Moncada, Costeña, mm. 1-4. 
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Musical Example 19. Hernández Moncada, Costeña, mm. 5-12 (right-hand melody only). 

 
 

While the melody is using an F major pitch collection, the non-diatonic chord 

planing of the accompaniment (Bb – C – D chord progression) obscures the diatonicism 

of the melody (Musical Example 20).  

 

Musical Example 20. Hernández Moncada, Costeña, mm. 5-8. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

As demonstrated, the accompaniment dilutes the tonal nature and diatonic 

function of the first theme, but Hernández Moncada confirms the tonal structure of the 

opening melody (Musical Example 18) when this one returns near the end of the piece, 

which is also the most climactic point. The opening theme is restated at mm. 123-125 

with a harmonic function of dominant of G major that resolves to tonic (G) in measure 

126 (Musical Example 21). This time, the left hand reinforces the harmonic function of 

Diatonic melody in F major 

 

 

Chord planing of major triads spaced by a whole step: B-flat, C, and D. 
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the melody, corroborating the diatonic structure of the melody, masked by the harmonic 

planning. At the same time, Hernández Moncada adds color to the climax of Costeña by 

chromatic displacement of the vii◦ scale degree (F-natural instead of F-sharp) in the last 

notes of both mm. 126 and 127. 

 

Musical Example 21. Hernández Moncada, Costeña, mm. 123-127. 

 
 

 

Polytonality with the pentatonic scale in Carteles 

In “Danza Maya” from the suite Carteles, the melody is presented four times with 

different accompaniment and harmonization. The second statement of the melody 

(Musical Example 22) is written in the G pentatonic scale (Figure 1), while the 

accompaniment is entirely in a C pentatonic scale (Figure 2).  

Musical Example 22. Bernal Jiménez, Carteles: “Danza Maya,” mm. 17-20.  

 

GM:  ii  V    ii   V       ii         V        I 

  

Chromatic displacement of vii◦ 
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Figure 1. Pentatonic collection for the right hand of “Danza Maya,” mm. 17-20. 

 

 

 
Figure 2. Pentatonic collection for the left hand of “Danza Maya,” mm. 17-20. 

 

An example of using different pentatonic scales is found in Bartók’s “Pentatonic 

Scale” from Mikrokosmos vol. III. In the second statement of the melody (Musical 

Example 23), the melody remains in E-minor pentatonic (Figure 3), whereas the 

accompaniment is using pitches from the D Major/B minor pentatonic scales (Figure 4). 

 

Musical Example 23. Béla Bartók, Mikrokosmos vol. III, 78: “Pentatonic Scale,” mm. 9-

17. 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Pentatonic collection for the right hand of “Pentatonic Scale,” mm. 9-17. 

Figure 4. Pentatonic collection for the left hand of “Pentatonic Scale,” mm. 9-17. 
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Polymodality in Carteles 

Polymodality involves two or more different modes, with the same or different 

tonal centers. In “Noche” from Carteles, Bernal Jiménez uses a mixture of E Phrygian 

and D Dorian (Musical Example 24).  

 

Musical Example 24. Bernal Jiménez, Carteles: “Noche,” mm. 1-8.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

D Dorian 

E Phrygian 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

Conclusion 

 

Carteles by Miguel Bernal Jiménez and Costeña and Estampas Marítimas by 

Eduardo Hernández Moncada constitute examples of Nationalist influences in the 

Mexican piano repertory, reflecting the post-revolutionary aspirations of becoming part 

of a universal and modern civilization with the pride of belonging to an ancient past. The 

influence of traditional Mexican music is unmistakable in the composers’ choices of 

melody, rhythm, and texture, though it is manifested in different ways. Bernal Jiménez 

creatively combines his own ideas with quoted material from preexisting folk melodies, 

while Hernández Moncada prefers to write original melodies in the style of traditional 

tunes. Both composers use rhythmic devices found in dance and traditional music such as 

sesquialtera (inherited from Spanish music), a 6/8 meter (a common meter found in the 

mestizo sones), and simple rhythmic patterns (derived from the indigenous music such as 

in “Danza Maya”). In several cases the texture and articulation of the music replicates the 

sound of various traditional ensembles. With a strong preference for regionalism, 

Hernández Moncada’s nationalist elements are often taken from his native state, 

Veracruz, whereas Bernal Jiménez employs features from a variety of folk music from 

different Mexican regions. 
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Both Bernal Jiménez and Hernández Moncada combine nationalist melodic, 

rhythmic, and textural elements with modernist techniques such as bimodality, chromatic 

displacement, polytonality, and chord planing, and the modernist elements in Carteles, 

Costeña, and Estampas Marítimas rely accordingly on the treatment of harmony. An 

eclectic composer, Bernal Jiménez displays an array of choices of harmonization for his 

Carteles, depending on the subject: pentatonic bitonality for a pentatonic Mayan melody, 

chromatic displacement to depict an out-of-tune wind band in Parangaricutirimícuaro, 

and bimodality to portray an ethereal sound in Noche. The harmonic devices used by 

Hernández Moncada in both Costeña and Estampas Marítimas are more centered around 

chord planing, polytonality, and whole-tone relationships while maintaining the diatonic 

nature of the main melodies, thus reflecting traditional melodic procedures. Bimodality 

and bitonality as chromatic displacement are highly favored by Bernal Jiménez, making 

his music well-suited to traditional harmonic analysis. On the other hand, Hernández 

Moncada’s modernist sound derives from whole-tone spaced parallel chords, within a 

larger structural frame which is diatonic and complementary to the diatonic folk-like 

melody.  

Bernal Jiménez and Hernández Moncada both favored compositional devices that 

supported the predominantly diatonic melodic qualities of their folk and vernacular 

materials, but they did not stop there with their innovations, choosing to reinterpret 

compositional resources that reacted to Romantic language. The use of chromatic 

displacement in diatonic harmonies could be seen either as a neoclassical procedure, a 

reaction against the 19th-century elite music during the Porfiriato, or as an imitation of 
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the tuning irregularities of a rural wind band. Irregular shifts in the accents could reflect 

either a modern element or the varied strokes in a jarocho ensemble. The use of 

pentatonic scales could suggest either modernist primitivism or a representation of 

indigenous tunes.  

Through blending and manipulating nationalist elements, folk idioms, and 

modernist techniques, Bernal Jiménez and Hernández Moncada established singular 

styles as representatives of Mexican Nationalism. Their compositions truly stand as 

musical illustrations of the collective aspirations of their nation, striving to occupy a 

place in Western modernity through the strengths of their distinctive cultural background. 
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